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INTRODUCTION 
The idea of gas-lubricated bearings was suggested as far back 
a~ 1854 by Hirn (l)*, but it is only very recently that they have 
aroused a great .amount of interest. The interest is centered on 
the advantages of gas-bearings for the following major applications: 
1. High temperature lubrication where ordinary liquid or 
grease lubrication fails. 
~· Bearings operating in radio-active atmospheres where conven-
tional lubrication may break down. 
3. Applications sensitive to contamination where fouling from 
lubricating oil becomes seriotts. 
4. Low-friction devices--an especially important advantage 
because of the trend to high speed machinery. 
5. Applications where positional accuracies do-wn to micro-
inches are required. 
As a result of the increasing interest, many people are 
working in this field and gas bearings have been used for a variety 
of purposes, both in the laboratory and in industry on a small scale. 
I 
• There is a definite lack of published infonnation relating to their 
systematic design. It is possible to design a gas bearing for a 
particular purpose and to make it function satisfactorily, but it is 
often difficult to achieve the optiml.Ull design from the standpoint of 
maximum load, minimum friction, economic gas flow and maximum stability. 
* The numbers in the parenthes~s refer to the numbers in the 
Bibliography-Part I. 
It is the purpose· of th~s thesis to collect all possible 
literature with a view of finding out what has been done up to 
this time, so that further theoretical and experimental investi-
gations may be carried out with a view of fonnulating a complete 
theory for the design and operation of gas bearings in par with 
the liquid and grease lubricated bearings. 
The subject has been divided into two main parts, because 
the basic principles underlying the two are quite different: 
1. Hydrodynamic or Self-acting Bearings. 
2. Hydrostatic or Pressurized Bearings. 
In each pa.rt an attempt has been made to cover the following topics: 
1. Basic Theory. 
2. Experimental Results and Their Comparison with Theoretical 
Predictions. 
3. Stability. 
4. Effects of Various Parameters on the Performance. 


















Ratio Mlximum Film Thickness 
Minimun Film Thickness 
Dimension of Pad in the Direction 
Parallel to Flow 
Axial Length of Journal Bearing 
Average Radial Clearance 
Dimensions as Shown in Figure 1.5 
Diameter of Journal Bearing 
Eccentricity in Journal Bearing 
Eccentricity Ratio= 
e for Journal Bearings 
c 
h1 ·h2 for Pad Bea.rings 
B 
Friction Coefficient 
Acceleration Due to Gravity 
Non Dimensional Group 
6!-!:~.,~ 
~i;;;;;.-...- for Journal Bearings 
~p._ 
for Pad Bearings 
for step Bearings 
Clearance Between Bearing Surfaces 





















.M3.ximum and ·Minimum Clearance 
~onstants 
Polytropic Exponent of Density 
Axial Length of Journal Bearing 
Journal Speed . 
Radial Load per Un~t Projected Area 
of ·Journal Bearing · 
Pressure 
Ambient Pressure 
Pressure Solutfon for Journal Be~ring of 
Infinite Length 
Ra~ius of Journal 
Velocity of Moving Surface of · 
Bearing Pair 
Flutd Veiocity Co~ponents in the 
x,y,z Direction 
Load Carried by the Bearing 
_· Vector Components of Load Parallel ~o and 
}:>erpendf~ula;r to the Plane'· of Minimmn-
M:iximum Film Thickness in G~se of.Journal 
Bearings 



















Cartesian Coordinate System with Origin in 
the Plane of the Moving Surface, z axis 
Perpendicular to lv.bving Surface and Directed 
Positive into the Lubricating Film and x Plotted 
in the Direction of l'1>tion. Origin at the 
Trailing Edge for Pad Bearings and in the Centre 
for Journal Bearings. 
x Angular Coordinate 
r 
¥._ Din1ensionless .Axial Coordinate 
r 
Absolute Viscosity 
Density of the Lubricant 
.Attitude Angle Between Direction of Radial 
Load and Plane of }aximum-Minimum Film Thickness 
Misalignment Attitude Angle 












In addition some other symbols have been used at some specific 
places. They are defined at the proper place. Also some of the .above 
symbols have been used in a different sense as explained at the proper 
place. 
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·1. BASIC THEORY 
Hydrodynamic or self-acting type of bearing generates its 
own hydrostatic pressure within the clearance space, by virtue of 
the fluid in which it is immersed and the relative motion of the 
bearing elements. These bearings may be divided into two main 
categories: 
1. Thrust Bearings 
2. Journal Bearings 
First, the basic theory common to both types will be presented. 
This will be followed by individual treatment .of the two types. 
The steady-state behaviour of these bearings under constant 
load can be ·described completely by the continuity, momentum and 
energy equations of flow for a Newtonian fluid, a category to which 
' .. 
most of the gases belong for all practical purposes. · 'lne energy 
equation is necessary to predict the nature of the expansion and 
~ 
compression process of the gas within the be~rings. So far many 
attempts have been made, but nobody has been able to prove any-
thing conclusively. Some authors assume the process-as isothermal, 
while others assume adiabatic. The. actual process lies between the 
two. Hence it is better to work with a polytropic process in which 
the value of the exponent k may be adjusted to suit the par~icular 
conditions. Thus we obtain the following equations· for continuity, 
momentum and energy equations: 
16 
3. Enerqy·: P(-k.:... c.c~+a"'t ... 
We can apply the following assumptions to these equations 
which· ·are .justified within the operating range of most bearings: 
1. Inertia terms ~ay be neglected with respect to pressure-
gradient terms at usual operating speeds. 
2. Fluid velocities nonnal to the surface are neglected with 
respect to velo~ities parallel to the.surface. 
3. 
: ~ ~ 
The predominant viscous-shear stresses are du.. and dU-az.a. c)' 'Z,. ,- I 
all other viscous-shear stresses being negligible by 
comparison. 
4. The viscosity coefficient /J" may be approximated as a 
constant. 
s. Pressure and density are independent of co-ordinate z. 
6. There is no slip between the lubricant and bearinq surfaces. 
After applying these assumptions, the equations reduc.e. to: 
1. C~ntinui ty: 
-~(e.u.J + :g.. (e~j ·:: o ------1 
. y . 
2~ g£> M:>mentum: ·. 
-a;x. 
-a"-u. 
- r-_az-a ~-----2· 
~p 01,." 




....... ~--'* ~ -
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3. Energy: -k. l.. Pe.. . =- COY\S) • 
------5 
. To rnake the analysis simpler, some authors have introduced 
further assumptions given below. 
1. The bearing is of infinite width, or there ·is no side leakage. 
2. The process is isothermal, or the value of k is unity. 
With these assumptions, the equations reduce to: 
1. Continuity: :x (.eu..J =- 0 ---·---6 
2. ¥.JOmentum: of d"2.U. 





3. Energy: pe_-1 
-
CoY\.S-1-. -----10 
'rhese basic equations (1 to 10) haye been solved py various 
authors. 'fhe solutions will now be presented in brief. 
THRUSr BEARINGS 
All the normal types of hydrodynamic thrust bearings ·as 
commonly used with liquid ·lubrication may be used with gases. · . The 
"thermal wedge" effect, though present ·iri .gas-lubricated bearings, 
is of -negligible amount due to low visco~ity and compressibility 
effects. So parallel face slide·r bearings can · not be used with 
ia 
gases. Lea~ing the parallel face slider bearings, they can be 
classified in five. categories:_ 
1. Pivoted Pad Type. 
2. Fixed Inclined Pad Type. 
3. Rayleigh Step Type. 
4. Hydrodynamic Pocket Type. 
s. Grooved Type. 
The theory of pad type bearing is . the simplest and the most 
fundamental in hydrodynamic lubrication. The first theoretical 
work on gas lubrication was done by Harrison (2.)*in 1913. Harrison 
. considered an infinitely long bearing along with isothermal' pressure-
de~sity relationship. In short, he solved equations 6 to 10 w~th 
the followi;ng boundary conditions: 
1.L-=- U at z = O e1v,c:l U. = 0 o.+ % .: h 
After applyi~g th~se boundary conditions to equations 6 to 10, we get: 
(See appendix 1). cl.P ::. 12fl [Uh _ K ] 
dx._ ~~ 2 . p ---~--------(1.2) 
This equation can. be integrated to obtain the pressure-profi~e, if 
we can s~stitute · 'h' as a function of 'x' .- .:i:n case of · pivoted 
pad bearings, 'h, is a linear function of 'x' and so we can .. ·ob.tain 
. . 
the pressur~-profile, from whfoh load, ·frlctio~ and .other characteris-
tics ~ay be calculated. Alt~ough mat~ematics of the pad bearing 
solution is si~ple, the computation of· numerical cases . from Harrison's 
. solution is extremely difficult, because 'the pr·~ssure is ·found to ~e 
*The numbers in the parentheses refer to the·numbers in the Bibliography 
·Part I. 
contained_ implicitly in difficult transcendental equations •.. A few 
cases .h~ve been· worked out by Fo-rd· et al ( 3), whose results are 
shown in figure .1.1. This equation was solved by perturbation 
methods. ( to be described later) by I~.bw and Saibel (.4} for 
pressure distribution and loa9 capacity. Their results are 
shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3. 
Ausman (5.)_derived the equation relating. pressure and film 
thickness for finite bearings with polytropic expansion and.com~ 
pression which he solved for journal bearings. This is loosely 
called Reynold's equation for compressible fluids and we.will also 
use this name in the thesis. Reynold's equ~tion can be obtained 
from equations l to 6 py applying the following boundary ·conditions: 
(See· Appendix . 2) 
. Reynold's Equation:;~ [P~h3t ~) +-;)'(PYJ<~~~J:. 6fU;~[F'<h] ----1. 9 
Boundary Conditions: ~=- U . \)' : 0 
/ 
o.t Z : 0 
\A :.. 0 , \)' : O o..+ Z. : .h 
Th~ Reynold's equation has been solyed by perturbation method by 
Mow and· Saibel (4·) •. Their results are shown in ~igure 1.4. 
-However, like all perturbation solutions, the solution is accurate. 
only for small values of E. 
19 
In the case of a stepped· thrust bearing, the usual difficulties 
of the. pressure. solution ,outlinecl in. the .foregoing are largely .o.ver-
come, that is, the. overall qualitative structure of ·the pressure: and· 
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load, optimum design parameters and design_curves can be determi~ed 
.with relative ease.' The simplification is obtained due to the fact 
. . 
that the film thickness is constant in different regions as sho~ 
in figure 1.5. Kochi (6) has presented a graphical method of solving. 
equation 1.2 for infinite width bearings. He also presented two 
design curve·s (figure 1. 5) from which an optimum design for load 
can be obtained. He has introduced the following new variables. 
in plotting these curves: 





However, this design does not take into acco~nt the effects ~fend 
flow in finite bearings. These etfects can be accounted for by 
means of #end flow factors" which can be calculated. by solving 
Reynold's equation by a meth9d which will be shown in the journal 
beari~gs section. However, .no such curves are available for tq.e 
present. 
The theory and application of Hydrodynamic Pocket Bearings 
was developed: by Drescher (7). His-theoretical anaiysis predi~ts 
'pressure rise·, friction moment, thickness of air film, and . J?errnits 
the select'ion .of· optimum dimensions. But his· original ·paper co.uld 
not be obtained to present the outline of his theory. 
The hydrodynamic theory of grooved thrust bearing is· ex-
tremely complicated. i;rhis 'has been dealt fully by Whipple (8), 
who has derived the result~ given in table I for the essential 
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DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR MlLXIHUtvl PRESb"URE RISE 
:, 
-Value for Bearing -Type 
Parameter 
Herringbone Type Spiral Grooved Type 
9 76° 720 
.. 




a1/a2 1.0 1. 8 . 
p 0.547y o. 3.74y 
S= Angle between the groove centre line and the radius of· the· plate. 
b = The groove depth. 
P = Pressure rise. 
h = Clearance between plates. 
y Ub 
h2 
b = Radial width of groove belt. 
c = Radial width of seal belt. 
a1 = Groove width. 
a2 Land width. 
The results for spiral groove be~ring have been embodied in a 'form 
convenient . fo.r design purposes in ~ ·paper by Frotescu:e ( 9) from 
which figure 1.6 has been taken. 
JOURNAL BEARINGS. 
There are three main types of journal bearings. 
1. Full Bearings. 
2. Partial Bearings. 
3. Fitted Bearings. 
All of the work -done so far has been confined to full bearing~ and 
so the ·other·types will not be discussed further.. Introducing new 
variables (figure _l.7) ~ A. ~ in equations l·.2 and i.9 wh~re ~==-- ~ 
~ -
and ~ ':. r we get 
~ [t£.b.··- ~p J. 
. hs ~ 
-------~---~--~~-11 
~ [l~h3 ~] -1- ell~ [fX<h3 ~]: b/A-"" ... :~~h] :.----------------12 
These·equations give the pressure in terms of film_thicknes~ 'h'. 
. . If ·we·substitute 'h~ as a function of~ we can solve the equations 
for. pressure profil_e and other characteristics • . In case of journal 
·bearings 'h'· can be apprpxim~ted by the following equation: 
-----------------13· 
. 
By: substituting for 'h; in equatio~ 11, ·we get Harrison'·s equation . 
for journal bearing:· 
~p :. 6µ~r-a.. [1: ·- 2. K . :, 
a-, c."'(l+ eCoG~i . : upc.(J+eeos.~)J --~-·------~-~---~14 
27 
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Harrison could not integrate this equation analytically, but he solved 
some specific cases by numerical integration to c~mpare his results 
with Kingsbury's (10) experimental results. To evaluate the constant 
of integration K, he assumed that the gas within the bearing remains 
constant, whether or not the bearing is rotating. ~athernatically, 
this condition is expressed by: 
. '2'1T . . J · Ph d )?> = col'\St-. 
0 
His results are shown in figure 1.8 along with Kingsbury's experi-
mental results. Harrison suggested an approximation to journal 
bearings which may be called "Double Wedge". This gives an approxi-
mate analytical solution for journal bearings, but the evaluation 
of specific cases is extremely tedious. 
In 1950, Katto and Soda · (11) obtained a series solution to 
Harrison's equation and proved convergence (see Appendix 3). In 
this way they' Were able to generate a large family of curves 
{figure 1. 9) for infinitely long bearings. However, the large 
effects of side leakage on finite bearings, pius the •constant 
mass .of gas• condition embodied in Harrison's method, limit the 
practical value of their results. 
Scheinberg (12) avoided Harrison's (2) •constant mass of · 
gas• condition and at the same time succeeded in evaluating the 
effects · of end-flow on finite journal bearings. The basic steps 
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1. An infinite length solution is obtained by numerically 
integrating Harrison's _equation, leaving the constant 
of {ntegration (initial pressure) undetermined·. 
2. The axial pressure is assumed to be geometrically 
similar, that is, independent of f3 , which ·assumption 
yields a co.ndi tion for the detennination of the constant 
of integration in the infinite width solution. The 
·· resulting condition is: 
12.TT ?> f 2.lf a . 0 ~h d ~ :. Po. O ~ d p : COY\S+. ----------------15 
3. The pressure distribution is assumed to be of the form 
----------------16 
in which the coefficient of leakage,~ is detennined_ 
by a mass balance (equating inflow and outflow of gas) 
over that portion of the lubricating film bounded by 
the planes p:.o, ~= 1\ and the ends of · the bearing. In 
choosing the limits of O To 1' . the method is somewhat 
empirical. This was necessary because _ equation 16 is 
not a solution of Reynold's equation and hence does not 
satisfy the continuity relationships macroscopically. 
So ·to force the assumed pressure distribution to satisfy 
the continuity relationships, the limits had to be chosen 
arbitraril~ on the basis of experimental results. 
33 
34 
Assumptions 15 and 16, though not exact duplications.of the 
true pressure distribution, are reasonably accurate, because at 
small values of G (G ..... o) they match the solution for liquid-lubricated 
bearings, and because the pressure distribution approaches the inffnit:_ 
length solution ( as it should) at very high values of G ( G -..o). 
Scheinberg was probably the first to show that at small bearing 
numbers ("i ~o) the Reynold's equation becomes the same as that 
for liquid lubricated bearings, while at high bearing numbers (G .... ~) 
the finite and infinite length equations become identical. 
Scheinberg's condition 15 which determines the constant of 
integration, is still not quite the correct one as derived by Elrod 
and Burgdorfer (13), but it is much closer than Harrison's •constant 
mass of gas• condition. Scheinberg's results are shown in figures 
1. 20 to 1. 24. · 
In 1957, Ausman (5) proposed another method of solving the 
Reynold's equation. It is based on the asswnption that the ratio 
of fluid pressure changes to ambient pressure is of the same order 
of _magnitude as the eccentricity ratio. 'l'his method can be considered. 
accurate for small values of E'<:.~ but the approximation does not 
hold for higher values of E > ~ . For small values of E Ausman 
developed a perturbation solution from which he calculated load and 
attitude angles. {See Appendix 2) To circumvent the limitation -of 
small E , Ausman suggested the following approach, which extends 
the range of usefulness: 
1. To compute end-flow factors ': where both W and Woe, are first 
eO 
35 
order solutions. . {See Appendix 2·) 
2. To use thes~ factors to modify the best available infinite 
width solution for end~flow effects. 
In this attempt, AusmaJ:l {14) combined his finite width solution 
with Katto and Soda's infinite width solution to get design curves. 
In doing this, _he assumed that_ the effects of end-leakage on heavily 
loaded be~rings would be the same ·as on lightly loaded bearings. 
This assumption has no rigorous proof and :the only alternative is 
to compare with experimental results. This was done by Ausman (15) 
and the comparison was quite satisfactory. T.he comparison will be 
shown in a later section. 
In 1959, Elrod and Burgdorfer showed that the proper condition 
for the evaluation of the integration constant Kin Harrison's (2) 
equation is: · 
~n 1n J. f'.;t..:' d~ = Pi: L ,.~d~ = CO>'l<it, 
With -this condition they have obtained a solution for infinite width 
. be~ring which seems to be the best available solution. The condition 
used by _ these authors seems to be logical, because i ,f a comparison 
is made with the equation for viscous flow in thin passages, -the 
2 3 • 
quantity (.Pao~ ) seems to be · the -accurate representation of mass 
·flow .rather· than . (f!o~) as assumed by _Harrison. 
After ge~ting the solution of Elrod and Burgdorfer, Ausman 
has plotted another set of curves, combining his finite width 
with ·their infinite width .solution. In plotting these curves,·· he 
also makes an arbitrary -choice for values of k to fit his results 
to the experimental data. He uses k = 1.4 for load calculations and 
k = 1 for attitude-angle calculations. These curves. seem to be the 
best available.design curves and are shown in figures 1.10 to 1.13. 
36 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR COMPi\IUSON WITH 
TliEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
Experimental work on thrust bearings is that of · ~~Neilly (16) 
and Brunner et al (17). McNeilly has investigated Kingsbury's (10) 
thrust bearing using air as a lubricant. But his paper could not 
41 
be obtained. Brunner et al have investigated the pivoted pad bearings~ 
They have found that pivoted flat surface bearings proved unstable. 
The wedge .. effect with air as the lubricant apparently is too weak to 
support much of a load. The wedge was thus magnified by investigating 
a cylindrical convex surface slider. This iraproved significantly the 
stability and increased load carrying ability considerably. ~aximum 
load capacity for a given film thickness was obtained at a crown 
height (chord to curve) of around 350 micro-inches. For a given 
minimum film thickness the angle of inclination was also found to 
increase with crown height. Speed tests indicated the film-thickness 
variation with speed for a given load is nearly linear. They also 
found that the isothermal flow conditions are q little closer than 
adiabatic. 
Excellent experimental work .has been done on journal bearings 
by Kingsbury·, },ord et al (3), Wildmann (18), Scheinberg (12), and 
-Sternlicht et al (19). Out of these the experimental results of . 
Ford et al and Wildmann are .most extensive. The"y used a number of 
different gases for lubrication. However, the original paper of 
Wildman could not be obtained. His experimental results have been 
plotted in the comparison sectio~ along with the results of other 
workers. 
Ford et al tested bearings from l inch in diameter to 7 
inches in diameter, ~ut the work on bearings larger than 2 inches 
is limited. The sununary of their results is shown in table II. 
Their results are plotted in figures 1.14 to 1.16. 
Sternlicht et al tested bearings of 2 inches and 2.5 inches 
diameter with a length diameter ratio of 1.5 at consta~t speed. 
42 
They obtained pressure distribution curves for various axial positions. 
Their results are shown in figures 1.17 to 1.19.' From their ex,periments 
they concluded that the turbulent incompressible case is closer than 
the laminar incompressible case to the compressible solution. 
Dr. Ausman {15) has compared the theoretical predictions of 
various authors with the experimental results avaiiable so far. 
From earlier discussion we know that the finite bearings have been 
dealt with by only two authors: 
a) Scheinberg's (12) solution. 
b) Combined solution of Ausman and Elrod-Burgdorfer. 
Ausman has plotted curves to compare the above two solutions 
and his first order perturbation solution with the experimental results 
of Kingsbury (10), Ford et al (3), Wildman (18), Scheinberg (12) and 
Sternlicht (19). Figure 1.20 shows some typical pressure distribution 
43 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL. RESGLTS OF FORD ET-AL 
Variable 
.. 
1. Speed H 





5. Ratio of spe-
cific heat k 
6. Length-radius 
ratio L/r 
7. Radius r 
Range of 
Effects and Remarks 
Variation 
0-15000 R.P.M. W increases with N 
0.2-4.0Xl0-3 inch W increases as c 
decreases 
2-225 lbs. per sq. W increases with Pa in 
in. abs. compressible flow 
2:1 (using hydrogen W increases with JA 
and air, k = 1.41 
for both) 
1.11 to 1.67 (ether 
to heliwn) 
1 to 8 (for r = 
1 in) 
0.5 to 1.25 in 
Little effect, slight 
tendency for w to 
increase with k 
P increases with (1/r) 
m 
Pm indepen~ent ~fr 
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curves from the .two theoretical solutions and Wildman's experiments. 
The ·experimental results show that _the - positive peak pressure is 
more positive than the negative pressure is negative. But- Ausman's (JS) 
first · order perturbation solution gives equal peaks because the 
second order terms ,are neglected. ·However, the load or · integrated 
pr.essure is not affected by second order terms. For this_ ·reas.on, 
the load characteris.tics predicted by hi~ solution are better 
approximat-ions than the pressure compari·son of figure 1. 20 would 
lead one to expect. 
Scheinberg's (12) similarity .assumption, th9ugh not a true 
repz;-esentation of the- actual physical behaviour, gives a reasonab:i.°e 
approxi_mation in the regions of peak pressures, which regions have 
51 
· the greatest eff:ect on determining the magnitude of load. ·The asymmetry 
effect about the ambient .pressure is included in his pressure distri- · 
.bution as shown in figure 1. 20. The double peaki~g p:ttenomenon 
indicated by Ausman's :first order perturbation solutio;11 and sub-
stantiated by Wildman's data is not accounted for in Scheinbe·rg's 
solution which is qualitatively the same ·as shown for /~: t~o0 and 
0 -_ 
D for ·other value~ of p • But this . phenomenon · _oc·curs at relatively 
low pressures and at{' values of roughly·goo away from the· load line. 
For these reasons it may be expected that Scheinberg's·solution yields 
·good results for the magnitude_ of the l?acf, _but not for the attitude 
. . 
· angle which is strongly influenced. by_ pressure pr<?files . iri the . regions . 
. goo away from the · ioad-. This conclu.sion is substantiated by f.igure l. 24 
52 
Figures 1. 22 to 1. 24 demonstrate the manner in which the actual 
. . 
load ca·rrying ability .of the bearing · increases more and more above the 
straight· line load eccentricity characteristic predicted .by first 
order solution. The more ac"curate curves of ·Sc~einberg (12) and 
Ausman's {15) combined solution show bette~ approximation. · In the 
attitude angle versus bearing -parameter curve of figure 1.24; the 
_first order theory of Ausman is seen to be in better agreement with 
the expe'timental results-of Scheinberg · and Kingsbury ( 10). In 
·contrast, Scheinberg's theoretical p~edictions yield substantially 
poorer results as anticipated. 
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Due to i;he · low damping characteristics of- gas films, certain. 
dynamic instabilities need to be anticipated and controlled which might 
. have been suppressed or passed -unnoticed with 1iquid 1 ubric.ants where 
the damping action is greater. ·Pivot;ed pad .shoes used in self acting 
··':· ..... , 
thrust bearings .have a number of instabilities of their own. De~rease 
in film thickness as· load increases· may caus.e a flat shoe to become 
para~lel to the runner and the bearing be~omes unable to support a 
load and collapses. A crowned shoe will not exhibit this .tendency. 
Pitching, rolling and vertical bounce are other forms of shoe in~ 
stability, and all of these modes of action require investigat1on 
if th~ application ·is to be completely successful. The problem of 
instability in.thrust bearings has been analysed by Brunner et al (17) 
who found·tha~ crowned pads are more·stable than flat pads. 
In journal bearings there are two types of instabilities 
which may occur singly or simultaneously~ They are: 
1) Synchronous whirl. 
2) Half speed whirl, commonly known as noil whipn in 
liquid bearings •. 
In both types of whirl, if _t~e -motion of the whole shaft is-considered 
it is found that whirling motion of the ·ends of the shaft may be in 
phase (cylindrical' whirl) or antiphased (conical whirl). When rota-
.tional speeds are. increased indefinitely or clearance decreased,-
attitude angle tends; to zero an~ ·gas film stiffness becomes constant. 
: =~t:f 
The vibrations · produced under such conditions which are excited·by 
t _he_-.disturbing force due to residual .unbalance in the shaft are 
called:- "~ynchronous whirl" becam~e they have the same frequency as 
the rotating shaft. On the other hand, in lightly loaded bearings 
rotating under ~igh speeds, attitude angle q, t~nds to- 90° and the 
shaft tends to run into the "half-speed whirl . :n 
58 
"Synchronous_ whirl" has been· dealt with by Brix ( 20) by semi- . 
empirical methods. He has given equations ~or spring constant of 
gas films for low eccentricities ( E <. }2). He has recommended the 
following methods to avoid synchronous whirl: 
1) Bearings .. should be spaced as· far as possible in cases -
where the conical mode gives the lower of the two critical 
speeds. 
2). Overhung masses should be avoided. 
3) The best way .to raise the lowest critical speed is to 
increase the film s·tiffness by requcing cl_earance, a 
very powerful variable. 
"Half speed whirl" is usually the main source of trouble for · 
high speed operation. It manifests· itself as a vibration of the -
journal in the bearing clearance space with a .frequency equal to· 
half the running speed, and may be compli_cated. by shaft elasticity 
if the machine is running at or above twice _its critic~! speed. 
There is a much simplified quali ta.ti ve explanation of this effect. 
In a self-acting. bearing the lift is produced by the differential 
shearing. of the fluid as it. is squeezed between the converging 
s_utfaces of the bearing. · The average: speed of the fluid is of the. 
order of . one half the speed _of tl1,e moving surface. If .now .the posi ti.on 
of the wedge journal between· the moving and fixed surfaces also moves 
: in the direction 9£ the fluid at the av~rage sp~ed of the fl~id, no 
lift producing action·can occur. Thus, · motion of the shaft centre 
about the bearing .. centre of about half · shaft ·speed, which produces 
the same .. effect, destroys the action of the bearing. When this 
phenomenon takes place · in .oil bearings the motion is observed to 
occur at between one third and one half· shaft speed. In gas bear~n~s, 
however, the effect has only been observed to take place at very · 
close to half the shaft speed. By extension of existing theories 
Fischer et al {21) have developed a procedur~ for predict~~g and. 
controlling haif speed whirl :under hydrodynamic as · well as hydro-
dynamic-hydrostatic operati~n. But their publicat.ion could· not · 
be obtained t~ present the details here • 
. The methods of suppression are similar to those used · in 
liq\lidbearings and include: 
1) Misaligrun_ent of bearings. 
.. 
2) Reduction of bearing length and clearance. 
3) Application of extra bearing · load. 
4 )-. Application ·of asymmetric hydrostatic,. pressure to ·the 
. .. 
bearings by means of. a feed hole. or groove in-. the bearing. 
5 ). 'use or _stabilizing. pockets. 
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However, . ~he grooving of t~e bearing ·reduces the load capacity. 
Does"cher (7) has described the effects of stabilizing pockets which 
are shown in figure 1.25 along with typical .pressure distribution 
in the grooves. · The idea of.asymmetric hydrostatic loading has 
been used by Brewster (22) and seems to be the most powerful method 
of raising .the threshold of whirl instability. Experiments show 
that modest presstire_s and a ve.ry small flow _of gas is enough to 
stabilize the bearing. In the case or .horizontal machines the 
same effect is obtained if a hole is drilled through the bearing 
wall in the regions where subatmospheric pressures . exist. This 
simple device . is surprisingly effecti Ve_ and F.ord et al ( 3) have 
been able to raise the threshold of whirl instab_ility . from· 5000 
R.P.M. to 14000 R.P.M. 
Pr~loa1ed multiple pad gas bearings do not suffer from half 
speed whirl instability, a fact already ~bserved in connec~ion with 
liquid l~ricated pad bearings. Besides this advantage, pad journal 
. bearings offer no better load carrying performance than plain journals 
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4. EFFECTS OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS .ON THE PERFORMANCE. 
SPEED: 
The load carrying capacity increases with the speed in the 
beginning, but ultimately settles down to a constant value which 
depends on the ambient pressure and is independent of speed, viscosity 
and bearing clearance. The attitude angle also increases as the 
speed is increased. It is also shown by Hughes and Osterle ( 23 )_ 
that the inertia terms can not be neglected at very high speeds. 
Their results show inertia effects can be significant in laminar 
regime. Error in load capacity depends more on _speed than eccen-
tricity ratio, amounting to 11 "io at 200, 000 R.P.M. :'\.t low speeds 
inertia effects are negligible_. 
RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS: 
Ford et al (3) have used various gases in their experiments. 
The value of k varied from 1.11 to 1.67 but they have found very 
little effect except for a slight tendency of increase in load 
capacity wi tr. k. 
MEAN M)LECUIJ~ FREE PATH: 
Burgdorfer (24) has shown that the lubricating gas does 
not fonn a continuous medium in case of hydrodynamically lub-· 
· ricated bearings which operate mostly with narrow gap widths. · 
,rhe assumption of continuous medium is limited to flows where the 
molecular mean free path of the gas is negligible compared with 
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the dimensions of flow pas:5ages. By selecting some values from 
Wi~~at:l's (18) experimental data he has shown that .the ratio of 
mole.cular mean free path to radial clearance is not negl_igible and 
hence, the fluid flow phenomenon in gas lubricated b~arings_ should . 
be treated on a microscopic rather than macroscopic basis, at least 
in some cases. When-the molecular free path becomes comparable to 
the film thickn·es~, the following effects must be taken into account": 
~) Slipping between the gas and walls. 
b) Discontinuity in temperature between the solid boundary 
and gas. 
As long as .th.e ratio of molecular mean free path· and the film 
thickness is betwe.en O and 1 { which is usually the case), . then, 
as a ·first approximation the flow may be still treated by Reynold's· 
equation but w1th modified boundary conditions to take into account 
the above mentioned effects. He has solved Reyno~d' s equation· -for 
a Step bearing and i _nclined pad slider bearing using the pertur-
bation method. The analysis of the influence of the" ratio m 
. (molecular mean free path to a representative film thickness at 
a reference location) on the performance of gas lubricated bearings 
shows that: 
a) Values of m greater than .01. will have a noticeable 
effect on the bearing performance such as load carrying 
capacity and. the friction coefficient~ 
b) The load.carrying capacity decreases with increasing 
value of m. This decrease.is most pronounced at ·1ow 
spe.eds. On the other hand, the influenqe of m at very 
high speeds is n~gligible 
c) The friction coefficfent decreases with in~reasing value 
of m. 
~ilSALIGNMENT OF BEARINGS: 
In some applicat{ons of gas lubricated journal bearings, 
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the misaligrunent torque or angular stiffness of the bearing is of 
interest. For example, a very high an_gular stiffness ls requi~ed 
for._gyroscope . rotor bearings in order to accurately define the. spin 
reference axis. Dr. Ausman (25) has developed a perturbation solu-
tion for the torque produced by the misalignment of journal bearings. 
A numerical example g~ves a misalignment torque of 0.16 _pound inch 
per second of arc misalignment. 
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5. SOl-IB PRACTICAL ASPECTS 
In the case of -thrust bearings, a disadvantage of the pivoted 
pad type-of bearing is that the pivots need . extremely accurate -
setting because of the sinaller running clearances (usually between 
.0001 inch to .001 inch) necessary with th~ gases. Alternatively 
a system ~f load_ equalizing levers and pivots may be ei.~ployed or 
if the axial setting of the thrust ~earing may be allowed to move, 
spring ldaded pads may be used. The other types of bearing avoid. 
this difficulty. Drescher (7) describes the application of hydro-
dynamic pocket bearings to an asynchronous motor. Application of 
spiral grooved thrust bearings to a car};>on dioxide circulator is 
described by Ford et al (3). They are easy to make and reliable 
in service. Thrust plates are usually ground and machine lapped. 
The flatness obtained is within one or two ·fringes of sodium light 
as measured using an optical flat. Pumping grooves are ground 
into the surface.on a· special ~achine after lapping. The fixed 
plate is mounted on a ball pivot gymbal mountin~ to provide self 
aligilt~ent. The material·used for the fixed plate was carbon. 
Satisfactory ~earings can be _made using simple and familiar 
machining and-finishing processes but care must be taken at ap-
propriate stages in manufacture . to ensur~ ~hat adequate stress 
relieying heat treatment is carried out. Normally the_surface. 
finish required for gas bearings is 9£ the order of 1 to 5 micro-
inches nns. This can be obtained by hqning. 
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· Radial clearances i~ gas bearings range from 0.0001 inch·to 
O.OOl inch rather than O~OQl inch and up, as in oil bearings. 
This.calls for·careful design of _supports. The self aligning 
mountings are arranged to cause the least possible distortion. 
-In practical ma~hines, journal bearings are mounted in- thin metal 
diaphragms whose thickness is- chosen by trial and error as a com-
promise between be.ing so thin as to cause bearing flutter and bei_ng 
so thick.~s to allow adequate self alignment. These diaphragms 
are usually made from sheet metal by grinding their internal and 
external diameters when assembled as a firmly clamped stack in 
a jig. 
Bearing materials present a problem because of starting and 
stopping conditions when the hyd~odynamic film is inoperative and 
contact occurs. Suggestions have b'een made that the difficulty 
of starting should be overcome by using either a hydrostatic lub-
rication qr a ·liquid lubricant · which boils oft as the_bearing 
accelerates to full speed. Current practice is to use conservative 
bear~ng load (1 to 2 PSI of projected _area) and hard bearing 
materials· such as ch~ome, nitrided steel or tungsten carbide. 
Corrosivity o~ the lubricating gas also influences choice of bear:j.ng . 
.. 
material, hence the employment of inert-gas atmospheres. Recently · 
some a~plications have been described where ceramics have been 
used with helium due .to the excellent anti-galling properties- of 
ceramics. At very_· h~gh temperatures, in the . region of 500° 
. centigrade I it may be possible to· _make use of the go_od boundary 
lubrication properties of th~ reactive gases such as sulphur hexa-
fluoride in conjuncti~n with certain.alloys, but no info:rniation is 
availanl_e. The areas of application of air bearings comprise of 
pre~ision grinders, turbo expanders, gas circulators, . air cycle 
refrigerating machines, instruments, gyros etc. Applications 
are being contemplated from. -200° farenheit to 3000° farenheit 
and from very low.speeds to soa·,ooo R.P.M. 
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}µ)PEND IX 1 
From equatton 1; 8, and 9 we note that pressure is a functio~ 
of ~ -only. , so we can. integrate equation 7 twice to . ge~ :· 
u ::. .!... d P z'l. + c z + c~ 
,.... d..X. '2. ' where C1 and C2 &re constants. 
Applying boundary conditions: 
u· :. o a.t z..:. h 
8.. u:U oJ- z =o 
we get 
The mass flow through any section can be represented by: 
J\u1b. or tPud-z. be.cc."'5e. p~-, =- con5k 
0 • 
t ' t, f P1.e.c.lz =-PJ ucl'% =- K 
Q • 0 
Substituting for u from equation 1.1 and integrating we get: 
For -a pad bearing referring to the figure: 
Then from equation 1.2 
.. r-----· . !!Jr di' .;. 6 uh _ 1 ' . ~ -JA~ -
O U 1 :a: A . 








The form of ·the integral depends on the sign of ( f- KA - Sf>- U) ~nd for 
our present purpose this will be found positive within the required 
range of U. Hence integrating equation 1.3 we get 
.!. h, (AliJa _ E, VCotl + K) + 3µV +~'wA- 31J-'1 , _ In\, :. c 1 
2. J>. (,.,..Kil - 9,..._'l,u~J (f'd<.A-9t4*v~~& 
Boundary conditions are: 
P ::. Po. °'t x. =- o 
,l, ::. "' o-. t .X. ::. 0 o.. I'\ d · "' ::. "' 4 o..t- X : i 
' 
Substituting these boundary conditions and subtracting the two 
equations so obtained, we have an eq~ation from which to determine K. 
-----1.4 
To find the value and position of the maximum pressure we get: 
6 UPh-::. K 
Therefore the position x, of maximum pressure is_given by the equation: 
~I ~P .. ~ 1 - 3~U 1 
- (µ.kd- _9,.lu~Ya.J -----1.5 
Having found x1 from this equation,..the value of maximum pressure can 
be found. As-will be seen, it is extremely difficult to calculate results 
for any specific case from these equations. 
APPENDIX 2 
From equation 4 we note that pressure is not a .function of z 
and so equations 2 and 3 can be integrated to give: 
LA ::. -µ °ii ~~ + c: 1 'Z. + Cz. 
"° = ..L ae ~ + C~z. + c4 M "iy 2. 
Applying boundary cond~~ions: · 
u. : v cl- .z = ··o -..,.o\ · \.A. = o -..\- r-'.:. h 
\.)- ,;: 0 
we get 
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I.A. :. ll (1- ~) - ~ 2-f (h- z) -----1.6 
h "a,.,..-~ 
u- :. ._!:_ aP (h-z..) 
2J,J- ~)' .. -- - --1. 7 
Now considering equation 1 for continuity and integrating it with 
respect to z we get 
~ . ~ . 
.J fx((u.)d1 + t i(<v-J d~ : 0 
0 . 
-----1.8 
From calculus we . get : 
L ~ . ~ f o v..c.t1 = on (e~' +- f. a(eu.J d . o.C lo" c»JC :lz.:J, 0 ~;,c. %, • 
.a._ f ti"o clx · =- dh teir) + f hd(_~"'J dx 
o Y \ 'c>Y ' Z-:"' o '1 Y 
0 
~ 
Substituting "for f il(~u.) Jz 
0 ?,JC 
and r"a(eit) olz. . from these equations . 
0 ';?>)I 
in 1.8 we get 
. . . " '"' . . 
. =lx t ~uch: + ~y L (\> c1x. - ~~ te1.&.j;z. ....... ~ (.e1>) z_ .. ., 
- 0 . [Sc.~&- U: \l'".=o . ... z..._ h} 
Substituting_ for ~ from equation 5 and noting tha·t P is not. a 
function of z we get: 
~ 
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?J°r [r~L udz J + =.o 
-----1.9 
Substituting for l.l and \t from equation 1.6 and 1. 7 and integrating: 
This is called Reynold's equation for compressible fluids. For journal 
bearing, introducing new variables l3 and ~ - where~= ~ and \ = ~ 
we get(Refer figure 1.7) 
O r /P)Yl((t)3 aP] a f/P 1,yi 3~] . t. Yk ~ ) 
ap, L\To G c>p_ +~L\PoJ \·da\ = GkPo;p [~r0 ) (,) 
from equation 13: · -h = c (1 + E~~) 
----1.10 
The partial differential equation 1.10 is still non-linear in the 
pressure P but ·a perturbation soiution can be developed if the pressure 
is expressed as a power series of increasing order in the eccentricity 
ratio E. 
----1.ll 
If we substitute for hand P from equations 13 and 1.11 into equation 
1.10 and group the terms according to powers of E, the following set 




ln principle, the first equation can be solved for P1 , which can 
then pe substituted into the· right hand side of the second equation as 
a known function. This. enables th~ second equation to be solved for 
~2 whfoh in turn can be used to obtain the solution for P3• As the 
"driving functions" on the right hand side soon become-lengthy, the 
process is, in practice, restricted by algebraic complexity to obtaining 
only one oi; two terms beyond P0 in the pressure series. Fortuneately 
the second order_so1ution P2 does not contribute to the bearing load 
support, so that load characteristics can be determined fairly. accurately 
with first order solution P1 alone. Ausman (5) has obtained the first 
order solution which is quite lengthy. Now from this solution we· can 
obtain the load capacity and "end flow factors.". Referring to figure 
1.4 we have 
. o/J Ut 
W = -·?·J d ~J P Cosp d~ \ . -b/q • 
. %\ 2)1 
w 2. =- t I~ di f. p s.;...;r, d r, 
.ct 
If we substitute for P from equation 1.11 and.neglect . third and higher 
order terms, the only tenn which will contribute· to load capacity will 
be EP1, and so: 
· o/cl . an 
W1 ":: :-"<.._ J. cl~ f Ef.Cos~df3 
·. -% 0 
b/d ~" . 
W2 = r:z.1 cl~ i EP,·S,:_ f °' ~ 
. -!,"" 0 . 
After evaluation of these integrals from the first ·order solution 








The equation to. be used for journal bearing solution is 
. equation .14: 
di' _ Gµ...w'f-a. ff_ 2 K 1 
d ~ - c. .. (0t-E C.Os~J~ L . ti Pc(,+ E Cos~)j -----14 
· -conditions which equation 14 must satisfy: 
1) ·The pressure P must b~ a continuous and periodic function 
.. of ~ ·, its pe~iod being 2·1\. 
2) The total mass of air contained in the bearing clearance 
must be constant or 
-!""--1.17 
Where .P0 is the pressure which detennines the mass of air in the 
bearing clearance. Introducing new variables ( .A, s~ 'i, \fl , (9 A~ ) 
equation 14 c~n be transformed in terms of lt' and e instead of P 
and ~ as shown below: 
where, 
=- _!_ (1- i) y, 'f 
'2 . 2. 
s . :: \-.E. 
Cos S = E + Co~ e 
I +e.Co~ S 
)}':.. s c.k 
AT _ 
. 'r -:. I - ~ Cos 9 
P=~(.~)~ 
----1.18 
Katt6 and· Soda (11) have .shown that the solution of equation 1.18 -is: 
----1.19 
By disregarding all terms proportional to the· second or higher powers 
of ~ -~~ we can · obtain an approximate solution for 'i-' • Thus: 
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- i- __!:___ CosS + 
l +-12. 
Ell s~e+ -- - --
1+ ~2. 
----1·. 20 
The validity of the approximation decreases with the increase of 
the value of ~ and E and vice~versa. But it is verified that the 
magnitude- of lJ appearing in bearing problems is not so large . in general 
and therefore the error caused by the above approximation is not practi-
cally very large. Now converting the 't' and S in the equation 1. 20 
into the original notations P and ~ , we can obta.in the air film ·pressure 
distribution as a function of ~ involving E and ~ as parameters. The 
relatfon between the velocity of the bearing ( A = 6 f;U ) and the 
parameters (E and 1') is obtained by substituting the above film pres-
sure function ·into equation 1.17. Hence, given the mean load P~ and 
the velocity of ~he bearing, the eccentricity ratio E and the eccentric 
. . 
angle <p are determined as functions of running conditions. The 
moment of the frictional. force or the friction coefficient f can be 
easily calculated in.the same W:J.Y as for usual bearing problems. In 
order to represent them in dimensionless forms· we write: 












i. 1 t-11 
-· 
2 l E E+ Co$~ \+ 1) E'.s}) 1- -- + s:a.+ JJ~ l + )'a. l+-E~~ l + )'2 
1. _L 41 +.11'" [s -t- L (1-s)] 
2 ,-s ll 3 - I+ l'2 . 
--~-1. 21 
----1.22 · 
----1. 23 . 




Figure 1.9 shows the results calculated from. the equations. 1.21 _to 1.25. 
Given the mean load Pm and the velocity of· the journal A, we can find 
the position of the journal centre in the diagram -and in addition know 
the friction coefficient at the position. When .it is necessary to 
know the pressure distribution we may calculate it by equation 1.24 
··substi tuti:ng corresponding values of E -and ---J • 
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Effective Orifice Area inches2 
Breadth of the Pad for a Thrust Bearing or inches 
Circumferential Distance between two Inlet Holes 
in a · Journal Bearing 
~ccentricity in a Journal Bearing 
Orifice Discharge Coefficient 
Diameter of Inlet Orifice or Capillary Tubes • inches 
Depth of Recess in the Pad inches 
Pressure Ratios with Respect to Supply Pressure 
Total Force Exerted by the Gas on the Bearing Pad pounds 
Acceleration due to Gravitational Force inches-
sec2 
Film Thickness Between the Bearing Elements inches 
Ratio of Specific Heats 
Length of the Capillary Tubes 
Length of the Bearing in the Direction of flow 
111.ss of the Gas in th~ Bearing 
Mass of the Vibrating Parts of the Bearing 
Nwnber of Inlet holes or Number of Pads 
Change in Pressure 
Absolute Pressure 
(~)~ 























Radius to any· General Point inches 
Radius of the Recess· inches 
Outer Radius o·f the Bearing Pad, Radius of Sphere inches 
Gas Constant in2 
--------
Absolut~ Temperature 
Component of Gas Velocity in the x Direction 
Effective Pad Volume 
Velocity 
Weight Flow Rate of Gas 
Load on the Bearing 
·Cartesian co-ordinates 
Viscous Shear Stress 
Absolute Viscosity 
Density of the Gas 
Eccentricity Ratio 
Efficiency of the Bearing 



























Exhaust from the Bearing 
Effective 
Initial 
Downstream of orifice, i.e. in the Rec.ess . · 
Eqtiilibri um 
Supply 
In addition some other symbols have been used at some 
specific places. They are defined at the proper place. Alsq 
some of the above symbols have been used in a different sense 
as explafned at the · proper place. 
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l.· BASIC THEORY 
In hydrostatic or .externaily pressurized .bearings, the load is 
supported by the static gas pressure in the cl·earance space ·between 
the two elements ·of the bearing. 'l'here is always a definite outward 
leakage of gas which must be replaced by gas pumped from an external 
source through _feed holes in t~e bearing wall. The pumping power thus 
consumed will increase roughly as the cube of the bearing clearance. 
because flow through a slpt of very small height is proportional to · · 
the cube of the height •. In any application of the hydrostatic 
bearings not only must this pressure source be prov!d~d, but in 
addition suitable provision must be made to dispose of the gas. 
Hydrqstatic bearings a·re preferred to hydrodynamic bearings in a 
case of high unit· loads, low coefficient of friction and high positional 
accuracies. 
To promo.te stability and to economfze in pump capacity, it 
. . 
is desirable to use flow restrictors in series with the gas admission 
· holes or recesses. They may take the ·form of capillari.es or orifices. 
The hydrostatic bearings are classified on the basis of these restrictors. 
On this basis, they may be divided in two categories: 
1. Orifice Comp~nsated Bear~ngs 
2. Capillary Compensated Bearings 
Similar ·to hydrodynamic bearings, the hydrostatic· bearings may be 
. 
either Journal Qr Thrust bearing. · In the case of- thrust bearings,· 
almost any configu~ation can be used 'with hydrostatic lubricatio·n. 
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Generally, the following cqnfigurations are · used: 
1. Flat 
·. 2. Spherical 
3. -Conical 
· · However, the mechanics of a loaded sphere or cone floa.ted on a a·eat 
by a jet of high_pressure air .are drastically different from those 
of conventional · b_earing geometries. Very little theoretical work 
has been.done ~n bearings of these configurations except for -some 
semi-empirical equations which will be given later. 
The items so far studied on hydrostatic bearings· are: 
1. Load Cap~city 
2. Gas . Conswnption 
3. Stability 
All thes~ items are studied for steady load without any rotation. 
No study has been underta):en· on the effects of rotation. ·on the 
perfonnance, in· a quantitative manner. We will, first of all, develop 
equations for the flow through orifices, ·narrow slots and capillaries. 
a. Flow through orifices: ,The weigh~ flow rate for a~iabatic 
compressible flow through_an orifice· is given by:(~ee Appendix 4) 
\.\)· = c A P. ~r :2K . ·(· t~ ~ 1.~ i~J] 
'" ~ o 3o~K-UR'ls to) l . o _. ---------2.l 
b. Flow through narrow slots: .This~~epresents the flow out ·· 
of bearing cleara·nce. It "is given by: · (see Appendix 4) 
1) ~ectangular Sl<;>ts :_ 
. • • . Cl bh3 p? [ .. "-· · '&] 
w 0_ .. L = a ~ r t 
""'- -:i~j-U("fi~ T• . +e - .. - ... ~,. .. 2~. 2 
z ·-- - -. ~ 
r ,..__ R __.,. 








@ R_u.tan.9ular Po~ Th.,.ust- Bea-:;wi9 
~16U E (Z·i) - STEP THRUST a ·e:-ARU.JGS 
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2) Circular Slots: 
------2.4 
. c. Flow through capillaries: The flow through a capillary 
under isothermal conditions is given by: (see Appendix 4) 
1) Laminar Flow: 
------2.5 
2) Turbulent Flow: ·, 
\.ui"' = r 2.0·9Xto~c:t5 (P~'-Yo,.J]Y:i. 
L -rs f-'t. ------Ref.4 
In steady state conditions, the weight flow coming in through 
orifices or capillaries must be equal to the weight flow out of the 
bearings. ~.athematically, 
win= w out 
It is possible to obtain the pressure profile, load capacity, gas flow 
and other characteristics of the bearings from this relation. This has 
been done by Laub (l)* for flat thrust bearing~ and by McNeilly (2) and 
Richardson et al (3) for journal bearings. Laub has developed an expres-
sion for load capacity in terms of Error Functions which can be found 
_in most sets of mathematical tables. (see Appendix 5) He has also 
plotted the load carrying capacities 9f bearings of one square inch 
area against R/Ra which is shown in figure 2.2._ 
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~IcNeilly (2) has tr:eated thrust and journal bearings. He 
has approximated the journal bea~ing by considering a set of opposed 
thrust discs. He has developed a design procedure for these bearfn9s 
and has put forth some recommendations for the number of holes in 
different sizes of journal bearings. (see Appendix_ 6-) 
Richardson et al (3) ha~e also developed a design procedure 
for journal bearings on the same lines as ~Neilly. (see Appendix 
7) The only difference is in the shape of _the discs, which is rec-
tangular in Richardson's case and circular in McNeilly's case. 
¥JCNeilly has assumed a radial flow and Richards~n has asswned only 
axial flow, the circumferential flow being neglected. So the· 
_desi9ns obtained by these methods should be used with caution. 
These assumptjons will be discussed in greater detail while comparing 
the theoretical predictions with experimental results. 
Very little work has been done on capillary compensated bear-
ings when compared to orifice compensated bearings. In the equation 
of turbulent flow through capillaries,- f' is the friction factor 
which must be deterinined experimentally. Pigott and Macks (4) have 
dealt with this type of bearings-fn brief. 
SPIIERICAL BEARINGS 
There is no exact analytical treatment of these bearings. 
However, Corey et al (5) have developed some semi-empirical equa-
tions to determine the basic parameters of these bearings. 
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They are given below: (figure 2.3a) 
a. }linimwn pressure required. to raise a given load (psig): 
·P = w 
""" 2 "~ 
Pm,~ - w 
1·80R.a 
P ::: w nti\11 2·2.1 ~a. 
-fo-r 6 :: 60° 
0 fore = 30 
h. Air flow versus air pressure: 
P :: (\8 ~ l·S~i .. ) - ( I 8 + O·S P,..,11) J 1- ( ~Ja 
c. Air pressure versus lift: 
Agreements of these equations w~th experimental data is within 5\. 
They hav~ also suggested a design which will provide maximum load 
carrying capacity for minimum flow. They have suggested that the 
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seat should be machined to two different radii as shown in figure 2.3b. 
CONICAL BEARINGS 
Semi-empirical equations have been developed for these bearings 
by Gottawald (6). He has developed equations for load capacity, volume 
flow and frictional moment for the air bearing shown in figure 2.4. 
X = . 0032.w 
·-- -·- · ----· - -
. .• ·~.; . 
... · ..... ~~. ~·. TH.RV.ST .·: 8i;A11<.tN,_9,s,~, · 
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where c1 and c2 are constants to be determined from figure 2.4. These 
constants depend on the radius r~ as . shown in figure 2.4. The pressure 
P. volWtte flow~ film thickness hand frictional moment X must be · 
substituted in C.G.S. units. The value of these equations is very 
limited, because they apply to the particular bearing . tested. However, 
it indicates a procedure for determining the pertinent characteristics 
of a bearing from a model. 
A recent development in hydrostatic _bearings is _a step bearing 
as shown in figure 2.5. A description of this type of bearing is 
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2. EXPERINENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR COMPARISON 
WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS 
The major part of the experimental work on these bearings 
has been carried out by Laub (1), Richardson et al (3), Wunsch (8) 
and Pigott and ~acks (4). Laub has conducted experiments on thrust 
bearings of the following parameters: (Refer,.. figure 2.la) 
R .565,. 
R/R0 = 2, 3, 36.2 
The range of pressure variation was from 8 to 48 psig. His results 
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are shown in figure 2.6 and 2.7, along with his _theoretical predictions. 
It is very encouraging to note the excellent agreements between the 
theoretical and experimental results within the· range of pressures 
and step radii investigated. The author has also made a reference to 
his wor~ on journal bearings, but it is not yet published. 
Richardson has tested thrust bearings with rectangular pads 
to approximate the conditions in journal bearings. He detennined 
the pressure distribution and flow rate data for a range of pressure 
ratios fe from 2 to 12. 'ro minimize leakage problem, he ran the 
tests with supply pressures Ps near atmosphericand the exit pressures 
Pe in the vacuum range. The dimensions band L (figure 2.lb) were 
fixed at 6. 25• and 4,. respectively_ for all tests. 
'I'he values of d and h were varied as follows: 
d 0.013_•, o.02o•t, 0.040·, o.01a· and 0.156. 
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His results are given in figure 2.8. From these figures it can he 
seen that 
1. The pressure distribution is sensibly linear for a wide 
range of pressure ratios. 
2. The ·change in pressure ratios with respect to his most 
rapid for higher pressure ratios. 
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3. The pressure distribution in the secondary direction is 
linear but not constant as assumed in the · earlier analysis 
of journal bearings. 
Richardson also tested journal bear~ngs. He subjected the test 
bearing to a wide range of loads with supply pressures up to 200 psi. 
His experimental results agree with his theoretical predictions within 
20%. The discrepancies may be due to the assumptions of one dimensional 
flow. 
Wunsch (8) has done experiments on thrust bearings w~th various 
amounts of set-back of the orifice plug as shown in figure 2.9. His 
experiments indicate that there is an optimum value of set-back for 
maximum load capacity. He also changed the orifice diameter, but 
found no effect on load capacity. His · results . are shown in figure 2.10. 
Experiments on capillary compensated bearings were performed 
by Pigott and Macks ( 4). The paramet_ers of their test bearings were 
as follows: ( figure 2. la) 
1) Ro= .90S: R = 1.079: D = .062• and .005:' d = .040: L 10', .n = 1 
2) Roi-. . 2.s: R i:: 3:' D = .005:' d = .040:' L = 10'., n = 4 
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They kept the temperature of the capillary tubes constant at 80° F 
and varied the bearing temperature from 80° F to 10000 F. Their 
results are shown in figure 2.11. From the experiments they concluded 
that: 
1. The load carrying capacity increases with the increase in 
operating temperature. 
2. The multiple pad design is more stable than the single pad 
design. 
Experiments on epherical bearings were conducted by Corey 
et al (5), from which they derived the equations given. earlier. They 
used spheres of 2n, 4", and 5• diameters. Their results can be found 
in the reference (5). 
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3. STABILITY 
The instability of gas bearings is one of the chief deterrents 
which have so far kept them out of use on a major scale. In hydrostatic 
thrust bearings the main reason for instability is the phenomenon 
known as .,Air-hammer•. 'The "Air-harmner• is caused by the longitudinal 
oscillations of the bearing disc. This phenomenon has been studied 
analytically in detail by various authors, and has been substantiated 
by experimental results. ~oundebush (9) has given the simplest 
and probably the best analytical trentment of the problem along with 
curves showing the effects of various parameters on st.ability. {see 
Appendix 8) Licht et al (10) have determined the stability criteria 
by the application of Routh's stability criteria. They have found 
good agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental 
results. (see Appendix 9) The conclusions by both the authors 
can be summarized as follows: 
1. For stability the air-storage capacity should be held 
to a minimum. 
2. The recess depth Dis the most important parameter 
affecting stability and hence it should be kept as small 
as possible. However, reduction of recess depth reduces 
the load carrying capacity and so a compromise should 
be sought. 
3. The largest possible nozzle or orifice should be used. 
4. The difference between the supply pressure P5 amd recess 
pressure P0 should be kept minimwn. 
5. The bearing ·should be operated at highest possible temperature. 
6. The bearing should carry the maximum possible load within the 
safety limits of h. 
From the above it is clear that the bearing parameters should 
be determined for a compromise of maximum load capacity and maximum 
stiffness. Practically the same considerations apply to journal 
bearings. Richardson (11) has shown that the inherent orifice com-
pensated bearings as shown in figure 2.lb (where the-recess depth 
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is zero) are more stable than pool bearings. 'I'his seems to be logical. 
In the case of spherical and conical bearings, spherical 
bearings are more stable. However, the stability of conical bearings 
can be increased by using two rings of inlet holes instead of one as 
shown in figure 2.4. 
4. EFFECT3 OF VARIOUS PAP~ .. A.l-ZfERS ON THE PERFORl{ANCE 
l. SPEED 
It is generally agreed that the load carrying capacity of the 
bearing is augmented due to hydrodynamic action when the bearing is 
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in rotation,· but no quantitative data is available. Cole (12) also 
states that motion has a stabilizing effect so that unstable b~arings 
will be stable at speed, but this seems unlikely to be generally true. 
2. TEMPERA'rURE 
As stated earlier, increase in temperature increases the load 
capacity and the stability of the bearing. In this connection it 
seems important to examine the assumptions of isothermal and adiabatic 
process in the bearing. Hughes and Osterle (13) have shown that air 
lubricated thrust bearings operate more nearly at isothermal conditions. 
So our analytical solutions are based on valid assumptions. 
3. RA'rIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS 
This can be determined experimentally by using different gases 
for lubrication. No infonnation is available on this subject. 
However, it seems that the ratio of specific heats will have very 
little effect on the load capacity because bearings operate under 
isothermal conditions as shown earlier. 
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5. SOl"'.lE PRACTICAL ASPECTS 
To save the power consumed in the external pump system due to 
higher flow rates in comparison to liquid lubricated hydrostatic 
bearings, the clearances used are much smaller and so good filtration 
of gas supply is essential. It has been reported that with air 
filtered to exclude particles 4 micron and larger, maintenance is 
nil over periods of 2000 hours or better. About the effects of oil 
mist and moisture, the opinions are divided. · Some authors claim 
that no trouble.should be experienced if the bearings'. materials 
are non-corrosive ~tltile others claim that the bearings become in-
o_perati ve even with small qU:anti ties of oil mist or moisture. Due 
to small clearances the surface finish and geometric accuracies are 
of the same order as for hydrodynamic bearings. 
I,fost journal beari ag designs involve . a syrrunetrical array of 
pressure holes or recesses even when the load is unidirect_ional. 
A simple way to assure equal volumes is to use cylindrical pockets 
made by drilling and plugging the bearing to a desired depth or to 
give the bearing an inner sleeve with predrilled pockets. 
In the case of step bearings, to prevent galling, the steps 
and mating surfaces are flame plated with tungsten carbide-~a 
fairly inexpensive but effective process. The step type bearings 
need not be kept clean. The best low cost material to date is 4130 
steel shaft in 24 sr aluminium housing. Seal requirements for these 
bearings are almost negligible. 
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One particular form of bearing deserves mention in view of fts 
simplicity. This makes us·e of porous (sintered) metal bush of the 
type normally us(;}d as oil impregnated, self-lubricated bearing. Used 
dry and supplied with air under pressure, it forms a useful self-. 
regulating hydrostatic bearing and can be mounted in rubber 0-rings 
to serve as anti-vibration mounts and as seals. In this form the 
bearing was first described by 1-'bntgomery _and Sterry (14). 
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APPEl{DIX { 4) 
I. For an adiabatic flow. through an orifice: 
if approach velocity is small 
==}¥-i-RT,(1- ~) . 
I \ 
=(:~, R\[1-(~)~ff2 
[ Ji:.._ :. ( f'2.)I<-~ ] T, ~. 
Weight flow =- c 4A0V<0 1 where C .. = discharge coefficient of orifice. 
I 
:: Ct4AoJ" ( 0 [~~1 R',;£ 1- ( f,~ )"~ 1 J'1 (e.~ :r,J 
- <'dA.j [~~. ~s(!t1 {•- ~)~1t'-
- <'dAoj [~~{(,V~(\)~Jt . 
= CcJ A 0 dP.f:<~~Ut'rs(.f;K_ f.~)]Yz. ------2.1 
II. For laminar, compressible viscous flow of a perfect gas under iso-
thermal conditions through a narrow slot of rectangular shape.· 
it=--· ·-·-· Consider a section of height .± y from the center line. 
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III. For laminar·, compressible viscous flow of a perfect gas under 
isothermal conditions through a narrow slot of circular shape. 
(radial flow} Consider a section. of radius r of )'t 
""I c=--. _---. ~--=.:-f---. .. ~ I . 
height±. y from the centre line. 





IV. For laminar, compressible viscous flow of a perfect gas under 
isothermal conditions through a capillary: 
Considering a section of radius y as shown 
and neglecting gravity and inertia forces: 
Balancing the forces on the section: { f -0-f · - . +.x. P(11fJ-(P-<lf>)(1T'f2)-1'(2.ttyolx) =-o 
,,,. l OY 'I" ::= 'j ~ 
du. e, u.t. i = - ,-,.. d()t' 
. . olu. : - .L d f' dy Ov J.d1.1 =-(If', ~c:lJ ~ olx o .,.a. 
.· \). = .L ~(d'2.. _...,2..). 
. ,-... cJv(. <J ~ 
\ c:::A f_ (Y2 2. 2-




=- 3 r:;d4/'s1. (,- ~:) 




Laub (1) considered circular pad thrust bearing. In steady 
• 
state win = w out. Therefore equating equations 2.1 and 2.4: 
3::, 2 !1' k i-s (f'2- r ') 
- .,. = <bin 
\ZfA~ T~ \l'\ 'SR. o . e. 
oy 
------2.·6 
This expression permits the calculation of h for varying pressure 
P0 , given bearing geometry and supply pressure P5 • 
LOAD CARRYING CAPACITY: The capacity can be calculated from the 
force balance between the load Wand the force F exerted on the load 
plate by the pressure P of the gas. The radial.distribution of 
pressure between r R0 and r = R can be derived from equation 2.3 
"J.. p2... 
P- o _ \"' ~ 
r 'I. ~~ -POL \r, 'YR. \ 
ov P =- Po S" 1- I., lfo 0- ~.:.>r [ f ... =- ~"'0 ] ------2. 7 l '" A{Ro Typical pressure profiles for two values of R/R0 are shown in figure 2.2. 
Now W : ~ :. 7' R.! f'· + ( 2. "It rd~. P - 7tA -i.p & · 
.R. 
Inserting for P from equation 2.7 in above, we get 
In the integral, 
W = 7t Po [ R! + 2 j~{ 1- 1~t.o- .(.~ f ~r - ~'"~J--2• 8 
2.. ' \ - ~. = g :. . constant for a given load and so the 
\vt ""'-· . 
integral can be written as: 
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The term in the bracket could be expanded into series but the conver-
gence is very poor except at very small values of: P~/Po which is not.the 
usual case. But we can obtain a closed solution of I by substituting: · 
Where Erf = Error Function. 
Substituting this value of I in load equation 2.8 we get 
F nP0 [_R: + 21:- R~~] 
- ~foR~e¥e~ L~J\- ~Yt(f.,f\)l 
In this putting 
1. 
r' ==- R./~. a .,c,1 Art s 1'( f:t ~· <3e.t 
F == A(lPodS e.2/s Jlrl[~Yt,1\-e""t (faI\)] 
Load carried by a bearing ot unit . area: 
~ = f>o(T,)& e"6ff\l-[~-,t·Jl - ~ .... t(fcl\)l 
H has been plotted against r' for.various values of P0 in figure 
2.2. It is interesting to note how sharply the maximum load capacity 
. ' 
increases at low ratios of r' corresponding to large recess areas. Ho-wever, 




~Neilly (2) has used orifice in which the recess depth is zero 
as shown in figure 2.12. This gives a smaller load capacity but a more 
stable bearing. This type is called inherent-orifice compensated bear-
ing. McNeilly has shown that we get a bearing of maximum stiffness at 
a gap slightly less than that at which the orifice . flow becomes . •choked' 
due to sonic velocity. So he has developed a design procedure for com-
plete journal bearings operating under 'cho~ed' flow conditions. By 
. putting numerical values· in equation 2.1 . and assuming that complete 
recovery of velocity head occurs in the orifice he obtains the following 
equation for 'choked' flow corrected to exhaust conditions (Pe>• 
- , 2so h d Ps ·------2. 9 
where A 0 = _~dh , C~=·7", k: 1·4, fe = 1·4·7 
~ n d e ~ -= 11 · ' x l 0-g 
He also defines a pressure efficiency as . follows 
- W/1TR"2. { 
. t>.s - Pe 
He has plotted the '1t against film thickness has -shown in figure 2.13. 
Now suppose we have two such bearings.· opposing each ·other as 
illustrated schematically in figure 2.12. The resulting load capacity 
becomes the difference in the forces from the two individual thrust 
units and the gap on one .side increases to a maximum of 2h whi-le that 
on the other side decreases to zero. In order to avoid metal contact, 
we shall arbitrarily design for: (figure 2.12) 
L"-S:.L 
c. - h 2 
The load capac1ty for design in this case is: 
w. = ~ - 1=· (I\-~ ('t,+e.) 
- F. - ~, 
..,-a. 2. 
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and the pressure "l. , defined as before is now 
The total flow from equation 2.9 is merely 
Q· = 2soo hd Ps 
. "
Q i.$ independent of c because the increase in flow on one side is 
compensated by the decrease on the other. 
COMPLETE JOURNAL BEA.i<ING: If we consider a complete cylindrical 
bearing we can use the same results with sufficient accur~cy by 
proportioning the layout of the holes so as _ to approximate the 
radially outward synunetrical flow asswned above. Table III lists 
suggested number of holes and rows in terms of the overall length 
diameter ·ratio of the bearing. If there are n holes, the load 
capacity and gas flow are given by: 
So it is possible to design a bearing by choosing suit~ble 
values of P6 , hand d. McNeilly has given two examples in his paper. 
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TABLE III 
RECO~NDED HOLE LAYOUT FOR VARIOUS LENGTH/DIAMETER RATIOS 
Length/Diameter Number of 
Row of Holes Total Holes 




0.1 1 30 30 
0.2 1 15 15 
0,3 1 10 10 
0.4 1 8 8 
o.s 1 6 6 
o.6- 1 5 5 
0.1 1 . 4 4 
o.a 1 4 4 
0.9 2 7 14 
1.0 2 6 12 
1.25 2 5 10 
1.50 2 4 8 
1.75 3 6 18 
2.0 3 5 15 
2.5 3 4 12 
APPENDIX (7) 
Richardson (3) has treated inherent orifice compensated 
bearings and he has introduced new variable F0 for plotting his 
·~ 
Physically the quantity F0 represents the ratio of the downstream 
p3•h3 b laminar flow conductance µ.R!Ts to the upstream orifice flow 
conductance dh ·p.s 
R'Ts 
He has shown that the _stiffness and weight 
flow are functions of F0 , which he has plotted as shown in figure . 
2.14. In ·this figure 
/ P~ LR 
L = Ah 
c h, 
It should also be noted that the ratio ':!l represents the stiffness 
E: . 
of the bearing because 
'11 
-
'Til.erefore, if an optimum bearing is defined as one which has 
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a maximum load carrying capacity per unit of supply pressure P5 , then 
the design value of F0 should be such as to piace ·!l.... near the peak E-
value of the stiffness curve of figure 2.14. Since the mass flow of 
air required to support a load increases with F0 , the minimum air 
flow is obtained when F0 is small, as shown in figure 2.14. As an 
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example consider the design of a bearing for a load of 18 pounds and 
supply pressure of 150 psia taking a factor of safety 2, and number of 
feed holes= 8 
AF == 3 ~ lbs . . ~.s = \ so 
To optimize the design as explained earlier, from figure 2.14 
~o::. 0·4-
/ 




L= .i in. c~::. o-9o Q Y\o\ d -::. o.ozo'' 
We get the geometric parameters of the bearing as follows 
L=i 
., .. \ 




From equation 2.7 lhe pressure profile in the circular pad 
thrust bearing is given by: (figure 2.la) 
p : P. (1- \n ~ 0 (,- r a):l ~2 whev~ R0 < Y' < R 
. o I IV ,-~ J j 
Y> :rRo 
A reasonable approximation is obtained by taking P to vary 
with r as a straight line which is true for larger values of R0/R 
as seen from figure 2. 2. With this simplif~cation, the expression 
for P becomes: 
~-----2.10 
The force · F exerted on the upper plate of the bearing is given by: 
R ~ 
F = 2~[ (P-Pe)rd,.- + 1tR0 (Pa-<'e) 
Ro 
~ 
27'9 ( Po-Pe. ~ ( JRo Ro-R. (v--R)rdY- +-7'Ro Po-Pc) 
- ; [ R! -r A.R0 -t- R1.] (f'.- Pc) 
In non-steady state Win+~ out; but 
------2.11 
------2.12 
Noting that the subscript i denotes the initial conditions of parameters, 
for reversible adiabatic compression: 
~ ~ = ~ . ·c~)I( 
o O,l.. Po~ 
d eo = i ~o,!- p~ cl .Po 
c:H: r< P7" dt 0\-
· ------2.13 
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Substituting equation 2.13 into 2.12, we get 
' . yk 
14J;~ ~:...t - (ol. ( t) l\.~~ :~ t- ~~] 
The further assumption is made that the kinetic energy in the orifiGe 
flow is completely converted to internal energy in the bearing pad so 
th~t T0 i = T5 • Substituting for Win and W out from equation 2.1 and 
2.4 and further reducing gives: 
:!~ : - t [t+D d.f:0 -(fo {;~ l<)Ao~ t~(I- f~)~-
k ~t ~ · ] rrR 2 Jk..-1 o 0 . 
•l- 0 2k 
Ps 1- ( .J.02_ f.e2) h3}1 :..-----2.14 
12 R! ~ 1.-, IQR. 
Similar reasoning for isothennal compression in the pad leads to: 
+ ------2.15 
Either equation 2.14 or 2.15 is used as one of a pair of simultaneous 
differential equations inf and h. iinother is obtained by equating 
the product of the mass and acceleration of the bearing to the forces 
acting on it. 
~here a is the damping coefficient. In present analysis a= o. Sub-
stituting for F from equation 2.11 gives the second equation in h · and f. 
------2.16 
Equations 2.14 and 2.16 have been us~_in the analysis. In the present 
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analysis the bearing is assumed to be in a state of initial equilibrimn 
(denoted by subscript i) under a constant load F .• At time t = o; a 
l. 
change in the loading function occurs (usually a step change to a value 
Ff) which puts the bearing temporarily out of equilibrium. The bearing 
then begins to hunt for the new equilibrium clearance hf corresponding 
to .~he new load Ff. If the bearing settles out or oscillates with 
constant amplitude, it is said to be stable. If ft oscillates with 
increasing amplitude, it is unstable. It is convenient to plot the 
behavior of the bearing as dimensionless clearance parameter 
As a standard example, an unstable bearing configuration is 
selected. The pertinent bearing parameters are then varied one at a 
time in order to examine the ability of each to stabilize the bearing. 
The standard example has the following characteristics: 
R, in. . .......................................................... 6 
R0 , in. • •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••.•••••••• · ••••••••• 4 
Ae , sq in • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• • • • 0 • 0 0 3 
d, in •• . ..................................................•.• 0.008 
k .. ................................ ~ ••..•..•.••••••••••..•...• .•. . 1.4 
W, lb • • • ~ • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 2 • 1 7 2 
p, lb/sq in •••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14.7 
e . 
T, oR ............... . ............ ~······························530 
F1, lb •••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••. · •••••••••.•••••••• soo 
hi, in ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.002 
Ff, lb ••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 550 
The results are presented mostly as plots of the bearing 
clearance parameter (h -.ht)/(hi - hf) against time as important 
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Assuming linear pressure distribution in the annulus 
p = 'f'o - (Po-Pe) V"- R: whaf'e Ra<Y<.R 
R- "o 
-----2.17 
Now for a small change of pressure p in the recess for a small change 
0 
i~ . film thickness 6 , the change in force due to gas pressure on the 
upper bearing plate is given by: 
I Ro R .6F -=. ("2TfYch)po1- f (.2T{(dvJAP o Ro 
~ 
-= P.~ Rt 
=- p.Af 
where subscript f means effective. 
Hhere "'l. [ 2 "J. R ~ + e!- ~,lR.] Rf -:::. R - 3( ~- ~o) O.\'\d -~---2.18 
Now 
- ~F -----2.19 
Licht et al (10) have shown that the ma·ss flow into the bearing depends 
on the recess pressure only whereas the outflow is a function of the 
recess pressure p 0 as well as the annulus height h. To small deviations 
fro~ the equilibrium point (p0 and 6) there correspond variations in 
inflow and outflow which to the first degree of approximation, can be 
written respectively as: 
Aw, - (o~.-") P. =-a{~ 
LA, "'\ - oP o o ,. 
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----2.20 
The time rate of change of the bearing air mass content then becomes: 
whereo<.., ~ and 6 are all positive. (figure 2.21) 
The air mass contained between the bearing ·surface is: 
. [J.R R 
--ro = 2 n 
O 
(h+O) (\~vch + f ~: ~ vcl_rJ 
Using the perfect gas law and equation 2.17 this giv~s: 
m :::.. _i_ [1' P. Ai_ + DPo rrR: + h Pe (7'"R~ A+)1 Q.'T O T 'J 
b 
The time rate of change of m (P, h) is given by: 
d (WI) ::: (g:n) cl~~ +- (c)wt) d 6 
ol t dP _.;. dt oh ,-dt 
and dot means d. 
dt 
,-~. + s6 
From equation 2.22: 
q = (~m.) = Afh + D7f''RC: 
T a P,- R'Tc. ~ 
.5 = ca•rL)' = Af( Po-Pe)+ 7"'R ~ 
-:»;: ,_ · ~ R'T. 
~ = At h + J>n ~\_ . . 
.5 Af { ~.-Pa)-t- 7\"lt Pe 
Equating the time rate of bearing mass: 
1~ +- s& + (,<+J)t, + &6 .::. o 





' · Substituting the values of P0 and P0 in equation .2. 23 we get' 
. where coefficients of E, and derivatives of. 6 are all positive·. Henc~ 
applying Routh's stability ~riteria to .equation 2.24, the following 
inequality must be satisfied in order to achieve · stabH·ity: 
Oi(.+ ~ (A-lk)·> e ·lk 
.. ,.M ,.M 
'4- ' 
--·--2. 25. 
Now we will discuss :the effects of . various parameters on 
stabpity. Referring to figure 2.21 we can conclude that for a fixed 
supply pressure P: 
s 
_l) For stability the maximum possible load must be supported 
within the ~afety limits of h. 
2) : Froni e~uation ot' \, t~a_t D should be _minimum. 
3) The bearing is more stable for. _ a la_rger diameter ~qzzle : than 
for a smaller size nozzle or capillary. 
The figure also ·shows c9mpari~on~between experiment and theory 
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From the discussion in Part I and Part II we can draw the following 
conclusions: 
1. Current research in the field of self-acting gas bearings is 
concerned with three broad topics: 
a) The fluid mechanics of the gas lubrication process. 
b) Bearing materials. 
and c) Bearing stability. 
Conventional film lubrication theory postulates the laminar flow of a 
viscous incompressible fluid in the thin bearing film. and calls for fairly 
involved inathematics to obtain solutions even for highly idealized solu-
tions. However, progress is now being made in the analysis of bearings 
lubricated with compressible fluids, with some surprising results. The 
most curious implications of gas lubrication theory are that even under 
light load conditions ~nere pressure variations are quite small, the flow 
can still not be regarded as incompressible, and that under heavy loads 
the viscosity is not an important factor in load capacity. 
Bearing materials present a problem because of starting and 
stopping conditions when the hydrodynamic film is inoperativ-e and contact 
occurs. The corrosive properties of gases also present a problem. Hence 
a more detailed investigation of the starting and stopping conditions 
under various operating conditions must be made. 
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So far, only steady load conditions ~ave been investigated 
and the whole field of dynamic loading due to rotor unbalance and 
other types of time varying loading awaits theoretical and experi-
mental investigation. 
Vapour lubrication, as distinct from gas lubrication, has 
received little attention and so it must be studied in the future 
because it is an attractive possibility for steam turbines and refri-
gerating plants. 
2. Research and development work in the field of hydrostatic gas _bearings 
is perhaps more active than in the case of hydrodynamic bearings, 
partly because of the wider range of configurations which can be 
employed and higher load capacity. Load capacity and friction in 
tenns of pumping energy have been less studied. Other topics re-
quiring further study are the choice of optimwn gas supply arrange-
ments and the influence of rotation on performance. Th~ general 
questions of dynamic loading and stability of rotating hydrostatic 
bearings of d i fferent types offer scope for a great deal of research. 
In the end, this survey of gas lubricated bearings shows that 
oil will not suffer large scale competition due .to gas, but gas 
bearings do show promise for some specialized applications mentioned 
in the introductory chapter. The future in the field of gas lubri-
cation is challenging both for the research worker and the designer. 
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